Abstract. In this note we improve our upper bound given in [7] by showing that every 9-fold covering of a point set in R 3 by finitely many translates of an octant decomposes into two coverings, and our lower bound by a construction for a 4-fold covering that does not decompose into two coverings. We also prove that certain dynamic interval coloring problems are equivalent to the above question. The same bounds also hold for coverings of points in R 2 by finitely many homothets or translates of a triangle.
Introduction
By an octant, in this paper we mean an open subset of R 3 of the form (−∞, x) × (−∞, y) × (−∞, z) and the point (x, y, z) is called the apex of the octant. In [7] we have shown that every 12-fold covering of a set in R 3 by a finite number of octants decomposes into two coverings, i.e., if every point of some set P is contained in at least 12 members of a finite family of octants F , then we can partition this family into two subfamilies, F = F 1 ∪ * F 2 , such that every point of P is contained in an octant from F 1 and in an octant from F 2 . We improve this constant in the following theorem, proved in Section 2.
Theorem 1 Every 9-fold covering of a point set in R 3 by finitely many octants decomposes into two coverings.
The equivalent dual (see [7, 11] ) of this statement is that any finite set of points in R 3 can be colored with two colors such that any octant with at least 12 points contains both colors. It was discovered in a series of papers by Cardinal et al. [2, 3] and by us [9] that this bound implies several further results for which earlier only doubly exponential bounds were known [8] . We denote by m oct the smallest integer such that every m oct -fold covering of a finite point set in R 3 by octants decomposes into two coverings, thus Theorem 1 states that m oct ≤ 9. Using this new bound, the degrees of the polynomials in the below theorems have also been improved.
Theorem 2 (Keszegh-Pálvölgyi [9] ) For a given triangle T any finite set of points can be colored with k colors such that any homothet of T with at least m oct · k log(2moct−1) , thus Ω(k 4.09 ) points, contains all k colors.
Theorem 3 (Cardinal et al. [3] ) For any positive integer k, if a subset of R 3 is covered at least m oct · k log(2moct−1)+1 -fold by a finite number of octants, thus Ω(k 5.09 )-fold, then this covering decomposes into k coverings.
This theorem also has the following straight-forward corollaries.
Corollary 4
-For any positive integer k, any finite set of points in R 3 can be colored with k colors such that any octant with Ω(k 5.09 ) points contains all k colors. -For any positive integer k, any Ω(k 5.09 )-fold covering of a finite point set in R 2 by the homothets of a triangle decomposes into k coverings. -For any positive integer k, any Ω(k 5.09 )-fold covering of a finite point set in R 2 by bottomless rectangles decomposes into k coverings.
Note that it has been proved by Asinowski et al. [1] that for any positive integer k, any finite set of points in R 2 can be colored with k colors such that any bottomless rectangle with at least 3k − 2 points contains all k colors. A very general conjecture [11, 13] implies that all the above parameters can also be replaced by Ω(k).
We also give the following construction, proved in Section 3.
Theorem 5 For every triangle T there is a finite point set P such that for every two-coloring of P there is a translate of T that contains exactly 4 points and all of these have the same color.
This also implies m oct ≥ 5, as the intersection of octants with the plane x + y + z = 0 give all homothets of the triangle (2, −1, −1), (−1, 2, −1), (−1, −1, 2), thus if we place the finite point set P on this plane, there will be an octant with exactly 4 points, all of the same color, for any two-coloring of P .
We end the paper by discussing problems about coloring dynamic intervals that turn out to be equivalent to the problem of decomposing octants, in Section 4.
Proof of Theorem 1
We prove the dynamic planar version of the equivalent dual (for more why these are equivalent, see [7, 11] ), which is the following. A quadrant or wedge is a set of the form (−∞, x) × (−∞, y). We have to two-color a finite ordered planar point set {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } such that for every i every quadrant that contains at least 9 points from P i = {p 1 , . . . , p i } contains both colors. A way to imagine this problem is that the points "come" in order and at step t we have to color the new point, p t . This is impossible to do in an online setting [6] , i.e., without knowing in advance which points will come in which order. Moreover, it was shown by Cardinal et al. [3] that such a coloring is even impossible in a so-called semi-online model, where points can be colored at any time after their arrival as long as every octant with 9 (or any other constant) points contains both colors. Our strategy, developed in [7] , builds a forest on the points such that any time any quadrant with at least 9 points contains two points from the same treecomponent and there is a path of odd length between them. Therefore, after all the points arrived, any two-coloring of the points will be such that any octant with at least 9 points contains both colors.
We start by introducing some notation. If p x < q x but p y > q y , then we say that p is NW from q and q is SE from p. In this case we call p and q incomparable. Similarly, p is SW from q (and q is NE from p) if and only if both coordinates of p are smaller than the respective coordinates of q. We can suppose that all points have different coordinates, as slightly perturbing points can only increase the possible subsets of the points contained in a quadrant.
We define the forest recursively, starting with the empty set and the empty graph. At any step t, we define a graph G t on the points of P t and also maintain a set S t of pairwise incomparable points, called the staircase. A point on the staircase is called a stair-point. Thus, before the t th step we have a graph G t−1 on the points of P t−1 and a set S t−1 of pairwise incomparable points. In the t th step we add p t to our point set obtaining P t and we will define the new staircase, S t , and also the new graph, G t , containing G t−1 as a subgraph. Before the exact definition of S t and G t , we make some more definitions and fix some properties that will be maintained during the process.
We say that a point p of P t is above the staircase if there exists a stair-point s ∈ S t such that p is NE from s. If p is not above or on the staircase, then we say that p is below the staircase. A point below (resp. above) the staircase is called a below-point (resp. above-point). At any time t, we say that two points of S t are neighbors if their x-coordinates are consecutive among the x-coordinates of the stair-points. (Note that this does not mean that they are connected in the graph.) We also say that p is the left (resp. right) neighbor of q if p and q are neighbors and the x-coordinate of p is less (resp. more) than the x-coordinate of q (see Figure 1 ). We say that two points are forced to get different colors if there is a path of odd length between them. In any step t, we say that a point p is good if any wedge containing p already contains two points forced to get different colors. I.e., at any time after t, a wedge containing p will contain points of both colors in the final coloring. A stair-point p is almost-good if for at least one of its neighbors, q, it is true that any wedge containing p and q contains two points forced to get different colors. Additionally, if q is the left neighbor of p, then we say that p is left-good, and if q is the right neighbor of p, then we say that p is right-good. Notice that the good points and the neighbors of the good points are always almost-good. In fact, good points are also left-and right-good, and a left (resp. right) neighbor of a good point is right (resp. left) good. Now we can state the properties we maintain at any time t.
1. All above-points are good.
2. All stair-points are almost-good. 3. Each below-point is in a different component of G t .
For t = 0, all these properties are trivially true. Whenever a new point arrives, we execute the below operations (see also Figure 2 ) repeatedly until it is possible, this will ensure that the properties remain true. 1Above: If p is above the staircase, then we connect p with a stair-point that is SW from p. This way p becomes good. 2Comparable: If for some below-points p, q we have that q is NE from p, then connect them and put q on the staircase. This way q becomes good. All the points NE from q go above the staircase and become good. A (straight-forward) analysis of the first three operations can be found in [7] , so we omit that here. The claim that in the last operation 1Box p and s 2 are always in different tree-components is immediately implied by the following two lemmas.
Lemma 6
If there is no below-point in the tree-component T s of a stair-point s, then this remains true, i.e., later during the process the component containing s will never contain a below-point.
Proof
. A simple case analysis shows that none of the above operations can introduce a below-point to the tree-component T s of a stair-point s.
Lemma 7 Suppose s is a stair-point and q is a below-point in the tree-component T s containing s. If s is right-good but not left-good, then q is lower than s, that is, q has a smaller y-coordinate than s. Similarly, if s is left-good but not right-good, then q is left from s, that is, q has a smaller x-coordinate than s.
Proof. By symmetry, it is sufficient to prove the first statement. A simple case analysis of the operations shows that when s becomes a stair-point, then the statement holds. If after some step T s stops to have a below-point, then by Lemma 6 this remains true and so there can be no below-point q in T s as required by the lemma, we are done. Otherwise, there is exactly one below-point q in T s , it is lower than s, and we have to check that after any operation the below-point in T s remains below s. The only operation in which the below-point q in T s could go higher is 4Incomparable such that q plays the role of p 2 . If q = p 2 is SW from s, then s goes above the staircase, thus stops being a stair-point as required by the lemma, we are done. If q is SE from s, then the whole wedge W must be lower than s, and then the new below-point in T s becomes p 1 , also lower than s. This finishes the proof. Now we can finish the proof of the dynamic dual version, and thus also of Theorem 1, by showing that using the above operations we get a (partial) two-coloring in which at all times (i.e., for every prefix set {p 1 , . . . p t } of the point set), any quadrant W with at least 9 points contains both colors. Fix the time after the arrival of the point p t (and after we repeatedly applied the operations until possible). If W contains an above-point, it contains both colors as all above-points are good. If W contains at most one stair-point, s, then by "splitting" W at s (see Figure 3(a) ), we get two quadrants that do not contain any stair-point, but contain all other points that W contains. One of these two quadrants must contain at least 4 below-points, thus we could apply operation Fig. 3 . A monochromatic wedge can contain at most 8 points.
4Incomparable, a contradiction. If W contains at least 3 stair-points, then it also contains a stair-point s such that both neighbors of s are also in W . As every stair-point is almost-good, W must contain both colors. Finally, if W contains exactly two (neighboring) stair-points, s 1 NW from s 2 , then the only way for W to be monochromatic is if s 1 is left-good but not right-good and s 2 is right-good but not left-good. Therefore, there can be no points in the rectangle formed by s 1 and s 2 , as otherwise we could apply operation 1Box, a contradiction. At least one of the two quadrants obtained by "splitting" W at s 1 and s 2 (see Figure 3(b) ), must contain at least 4 below-points, thus we could apply operation 4Incomparable, a contradiction.
Indecomposable 4-fold covering
Here we construct for any triangle T a finite point set P such that for every two-coloring of P there is a translate of T that contains exactly 4 points and all of these have the same color. As the construction would be quite hard to describe in words, see Figure 4 . With a simple case analysis, we will show that in any two-coloring, there is a monochromatic triangle with exactly 4 points.
On the top part of the figure is the "big picture" that shows what the construction looks like from far. The thicker triangles denote families of triangles that are very close to each other. The center part has only three points, p 1 , p 2 and p 3 . Two of these, without loss of generality p 1 and p 3 , must receive the same color, say blue.
After this we look more closely at the family T 2 that consists of the subfamilies T 2,1 , T 2,2 , T 2,3 and T 2,4 , see the bottom-left figure. Unless the triangle T 2,0 is monochromatic, at least one of p 2,0,1 , p 2,0,2 , p 2,0,3 and p 2,0,4 must be blue. Without loss of generality we suppose p 2,0,3 is blue.
After this we look more closely at the family T 2,3 that consists of the triangles T 2,3,1 , T 2,3,2 , T 2,3,3 and T 2,3,4 , see the bottom-right figure. Unless the triangle T 2,3,0 is monochromatic, at least one of p 2,3,1 , p 2,3,2 , p 2,3,3 and p 2,3,4 must be blue. But if p 2,i,3 is blue, then T 2,i,3 is monochromatic. This finishes the proof. 
Coloring dynamic hypergraphs defined by intervals
In this section we investigate two-coloring geometric dynamic hypergraphs defined by intervals on a line. The vertices of a dynamic hypergraph are ordered and they "appear" in this order. Our goal is to color the vertices such that at all times any edge restricted to the vertices that have arrived so far is nonmonochromatic if it contains at least m vertices that have arrived so far. This model is also called quasi-online in [6] . The exact definitions are as follows.
Definition 1. For a hypergraph H(V, E) with an order on its vertices, V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }, we define the dynamic closure of H as the hypergraph on the same vertex set and with edge set {E ∩ {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v i } : E ∈ E, 1 ≤ i ≤ |V |}.
A hypergraph with an order on its vertices is dynamic if it is its own dynamic closure. A hypergraph is m-proper two-colorable if V can be two-colored such that for every i and E ∈ E if |E| ≥ m, then E contains both colors. For a family of (ordered) hypergraphs, {H i | i ∈ I}, we define the midriff of the family, m({H i | i ∈ I}), as the smallest number m such that every (ordered) hypergraph in the family is m-proper two-colorable.
By [7, 11] , decomposing octants is equivalent to its dual problem, i.e., m oct is equal to m(Point2Octant), the midriff of the non-ordered family of hypergraphs Point2Octant, defined on finite point sets in R 3 , where a subset is an edge if and only if there is an octant containing exactly this subset of the point set. Further, as we noted already in the previous section, in [7, 11] it was also shown (not using this terminology) that the hypergraph family Point2Octant is the same as the (ordered) hyperghaph DPoint2Quadrant (forgetting the order), where DPoint2Quadrant is the family of the dynamic closures of ordered hypergraphs on ordered finite planar point sets where a subset is an edge if and only if there is a quadrant containing exactly this subset of the point set. Summarizing:
Observation 8 ( [7, 11] ) DPoint2Quadrant equals Point2Octant and therefore
The set of all intervals on the real line is denoted by I R . Note that we are dealing with finite many objects, so it does not matter if they are closed or open intervals. We study the following five hypergraph families and their dynamic closures defined by points and intervals on the real line.
Point2Int: Vertices: a finite point set;
Edges: subsets of the vertex points contained in an interval I ∈ I R . Int2Point: Vertices: a finite set of intervals;
Edges: subset of the vertex intervals containing a point p ∈ ℜ. Int2BiggerInt: Vertices: a finite set of intervals;
Edges: subsets of the vertex intervals contained by an interval I ∈ I R . Int2SmallerInt: Vertices: a finite set of intervals;
Edges: subsets of the vertex intervals containing an interval I ∈ I R . Int2CrossInt: Vertices: a finite set of intervals;
Edges: subset of the vertex intervals intersecting an interval I ∈ I R .
DH: When H is a hypergraph family, DH is the hypergraph family that contains all the dynamic closures of the family H (with all orderings of their vertex sets).
Observation 9
If for two non-ordered hypergraph families, A is a subfamily of B, then for their dynamic closures, DA is a subfamily of DB. Thus, if A and B are equal, then DA and DB are also equal.
Now we study the relations among the above five hypergraph families. Since small intervals can behave the same way as points, the family Point2Int is a subfamily of Int2BiggerInt, and the family Int2Point is a subfamily of Int2SmallerInt, while both Point2Int and Int2Point are subfamilies of Int2CrossInt. By definition, this implies, e.g., m(DPoint2Int) ≤ m(DInt2BiggerInt).
We are aware of earlier papers studying only the first two variants. It was shown in [5] that m(DPoint2Int) = 4, and later this was generalized for k-colors in [1] . It was also shown in [5] that m(DInt2Point) = 3, and later this proof was simplified in [6] . It is interesting to note that for the DPoint2Int m-proper coloring problem there is a so-called semi-online algorithm, that can maintain an appropriate partial m-proper coloring of the points arrived so far, while it was shown in [3] that no semi-online algorithm can exist for m-proper coloring DInt2Point. Here we mainly study the other three hypergraph families.
Proposition 10 Int2BiggerInt equals Int2SmallerInt and DInt2BiggerInt equals DInt2SmallerInt.
Proof. By Observation 9 it is enough to prove the first statement. Notice that in both Int2BiggerInt and Int2SmallerInt, we can suppose that the left endpoint of any vertex interval is to the left of the right endpoint of any vertex interval, as swapping two adjacent left and right endpoints does not change the hypergraphs. Thus, without loss of generality, there is a point that is in all the vertex intervals. Instead of a line, imagine that the vertex intervals of a hypergraph of
Int2BiggerInt are the arcs of a circle such that none of them contains the bottommost point of the circle and all of them contains the topmost point. ⋆ This is clearly equivalent to the version when the vertex intervals are on the line. Similarly, we can imagine that the vertex intervals of a hypergraph of Int2SmallerInt are the arcs of a circle such that none of them contains the topmost point of the circle and all of them contains the bottommost point. Taking the complement of each arc transforms the families into each other, see Figure 5 .
Lemma 11 Int2BiggerInt and Int2SmallerInt are both equal to Point2Quadrant, while Int2CrossingInt is a family of subhypergraphs of hypergraphs from the above, and the same holds for the dynamic variants.
Proof. By Observation 9, it is enough to prove the first statement. An illustration for the proof see Figure 6 . Recall that a quadrant is a set of the form (−∞, x) × (−∞, y) for some apex (x, y). We can suppose that all points of the dynamic point set are in the North-Eastern halfplane above the line ℓ defined by the function x + y = 0, i.e., x + y > 0 for every p = (x, y). For each point p = (x, y) we define an interval, I p = [−y, x]. Quadrants that lie entirely below ℓ do not contain points from P . For the quadrants with apex above ℓ, a quadrant whose apex is at q contains the point p if and only if I q contains I p . This shows that the hypergraphs in Point2Quadrant (and so in Point2Octant) and in Int2BiggerInt are the same.
The equivalence of Int2SmallerInt and Point2Quadrant already follows from Proposition 10, but we could give another proof in the above spirit, by supposing that for all points p = (x, y) we have x+y < 0, moreover, that for every quadrant intersecting some of the points there is a quadrant containing the same set of points whose apex q = (x, y) has x + y < 0. Now for each point p = (x, y) we ⋆ Without the extra condition regarding the bottommost point, we could define a circular variant of the problem whose parameter m can be at most one larger than m(DInt2BiggerInt) but we omit discussing this here.
can define the interval I p = [x, −y] and proceed as before. Note that this gives another proof for Proposition 10. Finally, taking a H in Int2CrossingInt, it is isomorphic to the subhypergraph of some H ′ in Point2Quadrant where in H for all points p = (x, y) we have x + y < 0 and we take only the edges corresponding to quadrants whose apex q = (x, y) has x + y > 0. Now for each point p = (x, y) below ℓ we define I p = [x, −y], and for each point q = (x, y) above ℓ we define I q = [−y, x], and proceed as before. This finishes the proof of the theorem.
Quite surprisingly, we could not find a simple direct proof for the fact that DInt2CrossingInt is a family of subhypergraphs of hypergraphs from the families DInt2BiggerInt and DInt2SmallerInt.
From Theorems 1 and 5, and Lemma 11 we obtain the following.
Corollary 12 5 ≤ m(DInt2BiggerInt) = m(DInt2SmallerInt) = m oct ≤ 9. Our concluding diagram can be seen on Figure 7 . Most importantly, for octants we have 5 ≤ m oct ≤ 9 and the same bound holds for the homothets and the translates of triangles. It seems to be in reach to determine these parameters exactly. For other convex polygons, the upper and lower bounds for translates are currently very far [4, 14] . Also, it is not known whether there exists an m such that any finite point set admits a two-coloring such that any homothet of the given polygon containing at least m points is non-monochromatic. The first natural polygon to study would be the square. On the other hand, for any m there is an m-fold covering by finitely many translates of any non-triangle polygon of some set that does not decompose to two coverings [10] .
Concluding remarks

